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Kim Jong Un Visits Songdowon General Foodstuff Factory  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un, together with Ri Sol Ju, gave field 

guidance to the Songdowon General Foodstuff Factory. 

Going round various production processes of the factory after hearing the 

explanation at the room dedicated to its history, he learned in detail about the 

technical facilities and production. 

Watching various foodstuffs being churned out at the worksites with food 

processing facilities in rows, he noted with high appreciation that the factory 

works hard to modernize production processes and improve the quality of 

products and thus has over-fulfilled its plan every year while mass-producing the 

products that the people highly demand and like. 

Watching each kind of foodstuff produced by the factory, he said that recently 

the level of product packaging and trademark design has been improved 

remarkably in the field of the foodstuff industry, adding that the varieties of 

foodstuffs being produced by the factory are numerous and diverse and the 

packaging is diverse and its level is very high. 

Saying it is very good that the products of the factory are supplied to the whole 

country as well as to the province and they were appreciated as being not inferior 

to the products of central foodstuff factories, he called for conducting active 

competition among foodstuff factories across the country and thus bringing about 

a surge in production and expanding successes through a drive in which one 

learns from others and overtakes others. 

Stressing the need to ensure the strict and correct inspection of quality and 

control over foodstuffs of different storage conditions in keeping with the 

increasing varieties of products, he said that in particular, it is necessary to 

strengthen the product inspection system for thoroughly guaranteeing the quality 

and hygiene security of the foodstuffs and medicine which have direct impact on 
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the health and life of people and to improve and modernize the inspection method 

and means. 

Saying that the factory should push ahead with the modernization drive for 

putting more perfectly all production processes on an automated, unmanned and 

germ-free basis, holding aloft the banner of self-reliance and relying on our own 

technical force, materials and equipment and thus turn itself into a production 

base with Juche character which is operated with locally available raw materials, 

he stressed the need to set a correct long-term goal and make tenacious efforts 

to attain it. 

He said that the sci-tech learning space should be effectively operated to 

prepare the employees to be knowledge-based working people so that they do 

their shares in technical updating of production processes and modernization of 

equipment and to make sure that new ideas of technical innovations and original 

concepts are produced from among the producer masses. 

He had a photo session with the officials and employees of the factory, after 

voicing his expectation and conviction that they would conduct the management 

activities well and produce more quality foodstuffs and thus more fully 

demonstrate the honor of being a factory loved by the people and a factory 

serving them. 

He was accompanied by Hang Kwang Sang and Jo Yong Won, leading officials 

of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea. 

 

Kim Jong Un Visits Wonsan Disabled  

Soldiers' Bag Factory  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un, together with Ri Sol Ju, gave field 

guidance to the Wonsan Disabled Soldiers' Bag Factory. 

Going round several places of the factory, he learned in detail about the 

production of schoolbags. 

Now it is necessary to direct efforts to raising the quality of schoolbags as 

material and technical foundations have been satisfactorily laid for producing 

hundreds of thousands of schoolbags in each province, he said, stressing the need 

for the bag factories in provinces to conduct proper quality control over products, 

raise demand and thus put the schoolbags supplied to children and students of the 

whole country on the same qualitative level. 
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He underlined the need for central organs to work out a plan for the 

responsible supply of raw and other materials for the production of bags including 

canvas, zipper, tape, synthetic leather, metal fixtures and plastic processed goods 

to make sure that the production is put on a regular basis at bag factories built in 

provinces. 

It is the intention of our Party to provide our children and students with quality 

notebooks, schoolbags, school things and school uniforms made in the country so 

as to make them cherish patriotism of taking their own things dear to them and 

loving them since their childhood, he said, repeatedly asking the official and 

employees of bag factories across the country to work heart and soul with 

devotion to ensure the quality of bags just as they would make bags for their own 

children. 

He stressed the need for the employees to put precedence to the work of 

enhancing the technical skill, strictly abide by the requirements of technical 

regulations in every production process, conduct technical exchanges among bag 

factories, learn with each other and brainstorm ideas in effecting a surge and 

innovation to improve the quality of bags. 

He had a photo session with the officials and employees of the Wonsan 

Disabled Soldiers' Bag Factory, highly appreciating their strenuous efforts to put 

the production going on at a high rate after building the factory to be proud of 

with their own efforts, technology and materials in a short time. 

Stressing the importance to value, respect and take good care of disabled 

soldiers, he asked the provincial party committee to help the factory with deep 

care so that they can devote their sweats of sincere labor in their worthwhile and 

honorable work for the future generations and thus continue to keep the 

revolution flourishing. 

Accompanying him were Han Kwang Sang and Jo Yong Won, senior officials of 

the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea. 

 

 

Kim Jong Un Inspects KPA Factory No. 525  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un inspected Factory No. 525 of the 

Korean People's Army. 

He looked round the room for education in the revolutionary history at the 

factory first. 
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He said that the officials and employees of the factory should always overfulfill 

the production plan on all indices, bearing in mind the noble intention of leader 

Kim Jong Il who spared nothing for the soldiers of the People's Army, and thus 

make sure that they still feel his loving care. 

He learnt in detail about the implementation of the teachings given by Kim Jong 

Il during his on-the-spot guidance and the production at the factory and the 

supply of raw materials in recent years. 

Highly appreciating the fact that the factory has over-fulfilled its plan every 

year, he said that it should direct its efforts to producing in a larger quantity 

various condiments of good taste to meet the demand of the science of nutrition 

and thus substantially contribute to improving the diet of the servicepersons. 

He went round the fermented soybean liquid spore production process newly 

built at the factory. 

Saying that it is necessary to provide the servicepersons with various soybean-

based foods in line with the soybean production that has increased after the 

whole army gave foremost importance to soybean farming and, in particular, with 

fermented soybean good for eating and health on a regular basis, he stressed it is 

a great success that the factory is equipped with modern process capable of 

mass-producing the quality liquid spore for fermented soybean on an industrial 

basis. 

Going round various parts of the factory including the condiment workshop and 

the rice-cleaning workshop, he said that he heard it was upgraded three years 

ago and it is an impeccable and praiseworthy factory with all production 

processes put on an automated and unmanned basis at a high level and he was 

very pleased to see the equipment in full-capacity operation and production put 

on a normal track when he suddenly visited the factory. 

He highly estimated the master-like work attitude of the factory officials and 

employees, saying that the greening and pavement of the factory are satisfactory 

and they have put the interior and exterior of the factory on a hygienic and 

cultured level in an assiduous way as befitting foodstuff factory. 

He set forth the tasks for scrupulously managing equipment and improving 

technical control and for working hard with higher goal of putting the production 

processes on an automated, unmanned and germ-free basis. 

He had a photo session with the officials and employees of the factory, 

expressing the expectation and conviction that they would continue to make 

proud achievements in production to supply servicepersons with variety of tasty 

and highly nutritious foodstuffs in a larger quantity and thus perform a pioneer 

role in developing the foodstuff industry of the country in the future, too. 
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He was accompanied by Hwang Pyong So, Han Kwang Sang and Jo Yong Won, 

senior officials of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea. 

 

 

Kim Jong Un Inspects Kangwon Provincial Tree Nursery  

The respected Supreme Leader Kim Jong Un inspected the Kangwon Provincial 

Tree Nursery. 

He went round various places of the nursery. 

When he inspected the Tree Nursery No.122 run by the Korean People's Army, 

in which the production of tree saplings is put on a perfect scientific, industrial 

and intensive basis, two years ago, the Supreme Leader advanced the tasks for 

each province to build a modern land-saving and manpower-saving tree nursery 

capable of turning out twenty millions of saplings a year like the Tree Nursery 

No.122 and make the Kangwon provincial tree nursery a model and standard of 

nurseries to be built in provinces. And he took such detailed measures as 

provision of designing, construction, funds, materials and equipment and has 

wisely guided the work for building tree nurseries. 

Expressing great pleasure over the fact that another large-scale base capable 

of producing more than twenty millions of saplings a year was successfully built, 

he noted with high appreciation that Kangwon Province completed a huge project 

in a short span of time and properly took measures for matters arising in 

managing and operating the tree nursery in the last one year and thus built up a 

material and technical foundation for safe production of saplings. 

Saying that the rich forest resources are a precious asset for economic 

construction, he stressed it is necessary to build the tree nursery, which is like 

an arsenal for the forest restoration campaign for turning all the mountains in the 

province into gold mountains and natural raw material base, as a grand edifice of 

eternal value impeccable in the distant future, too, and to produce saplings on a 

large scale. 

Noting that if the newly-built imposing tree nursery fails to produce tree 

saplings to its full capacity, it will be of no use, he called for putting the 

production of saplings on a higher scientific basis, ensuring two rounds of 

production in a year and thus producing and supplying more saplings of good 

species which are of high economic and ornamental value and suited to the 

climatic and soil conditions of the province to substantially benefit from tree 

planting and make them prove effective. 
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He called for finishing at an early date the construction of tree nurseries now 

underway in provinces on the basis of the achievements and experience gained in 

building a model nursery which has put the production of saplings on a higher 

scientific, industrial and intensive basis. 

He stressed the need to conduct on a regular basis the technical study through 

sci-tech learning space and set up experience-exchange and tele-consultation 

system among tree nurseries so as to further raise the level of technology and 

skills of the employees and actively develop and perfect the advanced sapling 

cultivation technology. 

Noting that administrative building, conference hall, general amenities and 

dwelling houses of employees were built at the same high level as those built by a 

central professional construction unit, he stressed the need to meet the 

requirements of the developing times and suit the level of high civilization as 

desired by the people even in building a dwelling house. 

He visited a house of discharged couple who are employees of the nursery on 

that day where he talked to them to take good care of their life. 

Saying that he was very satisfied to go round the nursery, he pointed out that 

the people in Kangwon Province have distinguished fighting spirit and mental 

world as they take the lead in upholding the Party's calls with devotion and are 

ready to turn out as one in the drive for implementing the Party policies. 

He added that he could not but admire them for building such a huge nursery 

under difficult conditions where everything is in need, and that he is pleasing to 

give assignments to the Kangwon Provincial Party Committee as it always takes 

the lead in implementing the Party policies and he wants to help even a bit its 

officials exerting themselves to do even one more thing. He took such warm 

solicitude of making sure that problems urgent for the economic work of the 

province are solved on the spot. 

He had a photo session with the officials and employees of the nursery, 

expressing belief that they would put the production of tree saplings on a high-

level and regular basis with high sense of responsibility of being outpost and 

scout men in charge of the forest restoration campaign and thus make active 

contribution to turning the whole country into thick woodland. 

He was accompanied by Hwang Pyong So, Han Kwang Sang and Jo Yong Won, 

senior officials of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea. 

 

 


